From: Stacey Roth
To: Fontaine, Peter
Date: 10/24/2013 10:18 AM
Subject: Re: WolfeNotes.com » Pinelands Commission Lawyer Claims Agency Lacks Power To Consider Climate Change In Review of $500 Million Fossil Infrastructure Project

Pete,

What is the basis for your question? Which part are you questioning as to accuracy?

The comments were taken out of context. After the Commission reconvened in open session from closed session there was discussion amongst Commissioners concerning whether the Commission should retain independent experts to assist in the review of the pipeline matter. My recollection is that I stated that the Commission could retain independent experts on issues that were relevant to its review of the application and used climate change as an example of something that I would not consider relevant, because there are no standards in the CMP that pertain directly to climate change.

Stacey

>> "Fontaine, Peter" <PFontaine@cozen.com> 10/24/2013 9:44 AM >>
Stacey:

Is this accurate? I don't recall any public discussion of this.


Pete Fontaine
Sent from my iPhone
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